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Root.Film workers are sick and tired of standing in line,
waiting for long hours to meet with and get an assignment
for their next project. Kirk Douglas, who for decades
played tough-as-nails cops and dapper bad guys, is
speaking up this time. In an interview with Variety
magazine, the veteran actor, who is now 80, says, "It’s
increasingly difficult to get work. And when you get a job,
it’s very hard to keep it." Indeed, Douglas has been in
more than 500 films that have grossed more than $1 billion
in worldwide ticket sales. He’s received many accolades
and awards including an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actor for his 1977 role as an aging boxer in
"Champion." But now he says film studios are hiring fewer
actors and filling in the roles with younger, cheaper actors
and models. "Actors are the biggest victims because they
have to wait a long time in lines for auditions," said
Douglas, whose Hollywood career began in the late 1940s.
"And if they don’t get the job, they have to wait even
longer to find another job." Douglas adds the struggle to
find work is just as hard for directors and makeup artists,
who often must wait for hours on end to meet casting
directors, producers and executives. Nearly a dozen film
workers who spoke with Variety said that working
conditions are worsening in some Hollywood studios,
where on-set pay and rates for extras have been slashed to
near zero. The Alliance of Motion Picture and Television



Producers, which represents workers at major studios such
as Warner Bros., Universal, Paramount, Sony and Netflix,
declined to comment on the issue, citing confidentiality
rules. The union for film extras, called Screen Actors Guild
– Local 659, also declined to comment on the issue. Gary
Gaines, a longtime film worker and union organizer who
helped launch the Screen Actors Guild in the 1950s, said it
is true that "there are fewer roles for actors in the big
motion pictures." "The typical scenario is that there are a
lot of actors available in the industry, but directors,
producers and
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